LILLIAN TRIES TO CLEAR HER FATHER’S NAME IN ‘WHEN HOPE CALLS’  
STREAMING OCTOBER 18, ON HALLMARK MOVIES NOW

STUDIO CITY, CA – September 9, 2019 – When a newspaper reporter comes to town in “House in Order,” Lillian (Morgan Kohan) seizes the opportunity to clear her father’s name in “When Hope Calls,” available for streaming Friday, October 18, 2019, on Hallmark Movies Now. Devastated that her father still takes the blame for the bridge collapse that killed Tess’s (Wendy Crewson) husband, Lillian hunts for new evidence to show the reporter when he is in town to cover the 10th anniversary of the tragic accident. Grace (Jocelyn Hudon) and Chuck (Greg Hovanessian) hit a rough patch in their blooming relationship when Grace speaks her mind, calling Chuck arrogant in the process. Gabriel (Ryan-James Hatanaka) continues his investigation into the bank fraud and enlists the help of Hope Valley’s Constable Nathan Grant (Kevin McGarry) when Tess and Ronnie (Neil Crone) meet with corrupt business associates. Meanwhile, Eleanor (Elizabeth Saunders) and Joe (Jefferson Brown) try to make Maggie (Hanneke Talbot) feel more at home in Brookfield by bringing some reminders of her British homeland to her new house.

“When Hope Calls,” is a WHC Season 1 Productions Inc. In association with All Canadian Entertainment Inc. and Brad Krevoy Television. Brad Krevoy, Alfonso Moreno, Brian Bird, Michael Landon Jr., Susie Belzberg, Eric Jarboe, Jimmy Townsend and Amanda Phillips Atkins are the executive producers. Kym Crepin, Michael Shepard and James Moorhouse are supervising producers. David Anselmo serves as producer. Megan Follows directed from a script by Larry Bambrick and David Barlow.
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